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Make progress on your research

from anywhere
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Customer Engagement Manager

EBSCO Information Services

Mobile App
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How 

and where
start my

research? 
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Start 

your academic research

from your

LIBRARY!
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Make progress

on your research

and organize it with 

EBSCO 

pocket library!
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EBSCO mobile app

Allow users to conduct their search and 

research process wherever they are, 

allowing progress to be made anytime, 

anywhere, and with seamless integration 

between their desktop and mobile devices.
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Features of EBSCO Mobile App

❖Available for both Android and iOS

❖Compact size & support in Tabs & iPads too

❖Find My Library by search or GPS location

❖Multi-preferred authentication methods

❖Keep you signed in for 30 days & save U/P

❖Support for EBSCOhost & EDS with FTF

❖Start using the app with or without a personal 

account

❖Discover subjects, access popular 

contents and resume reading recently 

viewed items

❖Quick search & save-for-later

❖Read (or Listen) on-the-go

❖Stay organized with EBSCO account

❖Share with your friends & colleagues
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Supported Authentication Methods

The following authentication methods can be set up to log users 

into the EBSCO Mobile app.

• Shibboleth

• Proxy

• IP Address

• User ID and Password

• Personal User Authentication with Google Sign in
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DEMO

System requirement:

• Apple devices: iOS 11+

• Android devices: Android 5+
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Installation

The EBSCO 

application is 

available for iOS 

and Android 

devices to be 

downloaded from 

the iTunes App 

Store and Google 

Play
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Login

Log in using institutional

login and password to 

EBSCO resources after 

finding the institution on the 

listLog in using the individual 

My EBSCOhost Account 

credentials

Saved articles in the folder 
will be automatically available 

on other devices
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Login

Log in using institutional

login and password to 

EBSCO resources after 

finding the institution on the 

list
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Log in using institutional login and password

Search by name of 

the institution

Search using GPS 

location showing the 

nearest institutions
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Log in using institutional login and password
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Main page

Searching

Likes

My EBSCOhost account
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Select the 

magnifying glass 

icon to start the 

search
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Limit results to peer

reviewed articles, 

full text and 

publication dates

Quick

limiters
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Read the article in 

PDF / HTML format 

or listen to it

Full text access
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"Like" an article 

to save to your 

favorites
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Log in or create a 

personal 

EBSCOhost account 

to get access to 

'liked' articles 

permanently on 

various devices
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Share results with 

other EBSCOhost 

users
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Dynamically 

changing content 

on the main page

Recently Viewed: Swipe to the left 
to see the articles you have recently 

viewed while using the app

Discover Recent Subjects area to 

execute a search of articles related to 
that subject. Subjects in this area are 
displayed based on articles you have 

viewed while using the app

Popular content: Swipe to the 
left to view articles that are 

popular with users. Tap an article 
to view it
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Browse assigned 

topics on the 

detailed record
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Search by 

voice
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EBSCO’s Contribution to Current 

Distance Learning Environment

e-resources end user
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Growing Usage
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Stay Organized
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Happy
Librarians & Users
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More Questions and Feedback? 

EBSCO Mobile App - Quick Start Guide

EBSCO Mobile App - Installation and Authentication FAQs

The EBSCO Mobile App Frequently Asked Questions

How do I set my preferred authentication for the EBSCO Mobile app?

How do I select a default profile for use with the EBSCO Mobile app?

https://connect.ebsco.com/s/article/EBSCO-App-Quick-Start-Guide
https://connect.ebsco.com/s/article/EBSCO-App-Installation-and-Authentication-FAQs
https://connect.ebsco.com/s/article/The-EBSCO-Mobile-App-Frequently-Asked-Questions
https://connect.ebsco.com/s/article/How-do-I-set-my-preferred-authentication-for-the-EBSCO-Mobile-app
https://connect.ebsco.com/s/article/How-do-I-select-a-default-profile-for-use-with-the-EBSCO-Mobile-App
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Thank You

Urszula Nowicka

Customer Engagement Manager

EBSCO Information Services

unowicka@ebsco.com

+48 505 333 058


